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ALGEBRAIC CYCLES AND THE HODGE STRUCTURE
OF A KUGA FIBER VARIETY

B. BRENT GORDON

In memoriam—Michio Kuga

Abstract. Let A denote a smooth compactification of the /¿-fold fiber product

of the universal family A1 —> M of elliptic curves with level N structure. The

purpose of this paper is to completely describe the algebraic cycles in and the

Hodge structure of the Betti cohomology H* (A, Q) of A , for by doing so

we are able (a) to verify both the usual and generalized Hodge conjectures for

A ; (b) to describe both the kernel and the image of the Abel-Jacobi map from

algebraic cycles algebraically equivalent to zero (modulo rational equivalence)

into the Griffiths intermediate Jacobian; and (c) to verify Tate's conjecture

concerning the algebraic cycles in the étale cohomology H*X(A ® Q, Q¡). The

methods used lead also to a complete description of the Hodge structure of

the Betti cohomology H* (Ek , Q) of the k-îo\à product of an elliptic curve

E without complex multiplication, and a verification of the generalized Hodge

conjecture for Ek .

Introduction

Let A denote a smooth compactification of the zc-fold fiber product of the

universal family Ax —» M of elliptic curves with level N structure. The pur-

pose of this paper is to completely describe the algebraic cycles in and the Hodge

structure of the Betti cohomology H*(A, Q) of A : By doing so we are able

(a) to verify both the usual and generalized Hodge conjectures [H, Grl, Gr2]

for A ; (b) to describe both the kernel and the image of the Abel-Jacobi map

from algebraic cycles algebraically equivalent to zero (modulo rational equiv-

alence) into the Griffiths intermediate Jacobian [Gfl, Gf2]; and (c) to verify

Tate's conjecture [T] concerning the algebraic cycles in the étale cohomology

H*t(A <g> Q, Qi). En route to the main result we also completely describe the

Hodge structure of the Betti cohomology H*(Ek , Q) of the zc-fold product of

an elliptic curve E without complex multiplication and deduce the validity of

the generalized Hodge conjecture for Ek , for which the usual Hodge and Täte

conjectures are already known [Mtl].  In §1 we recall the statements of these
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934 B. B. GORDON

conjectures and the construction of A , and state our results precisely.

In §2 we prove that Hm(Ek, Q) as a rational Hodge structure is the direct

sum of a number of rational sub-Hodge structures each of which is the product

of an irreducible rational Hodge structure of type {(v, 0), (v - 1, 1), ... ,

(0, v)} with one of type {(p, p)}, where the product is actually realized by

the cup product in H* (Ek, Q), and 2p + v = m . The proof rests on the

observations that the special Mumford-Tate group SMT(£) of E [D4], called

the Hodge group in [Mml], is isomorphic to SL2, and that the (irreducible)

SMT(£) submodules of Hm(Ek , Q) are precisely the (irreducible) rational sub-

Hodge structures. Thus the problem is reduced to determining the structure of

Hm(Ek , Q) as an SL2-module, which is a classical sort of problem [W]. Once

this is done, Theorem A and the generalized Hodge conjecture follow from the

usual Hodge conjecture, which in the present case says that the one-dimensional
SL2-invariants in Hm(Ek, Q) are algebraic [Mtl] (compare also [K2, §F]).

The proof of main Theorem B, in §3, shows that there are three kinds of

classes in H*(A, Q) which generate this cohomology algebra over Q: (i) divi-

sors in A which are the closures in A of divisors in a generic fiber An ; (ii) the

classes of algebraic cycles contained in the compactifying divisor at infinity;

and (iii) classes which correspond to holomorphic cusp forms on T(N), and

their complex conjugates. The first two are of course algebraic, while the third

live in rational Hodge structures of type {(v, 0), (0, v)) , for 1 < v < k + 1 .

To identify these classes is comparatively straightforward, the harder work is

to show that they generate. Once this is done, however, we find that an espe-

cially strong form of the usual Hodge conjecture is true for A, namely that all

of Hd'd(A) is spanned (over C) by algebraic cycles. It is from this fact, and

the main results of />-adic Hodge theory [F, FM], that the Täte conjecture for

A follows. A strong form of the generalized Hodge conjecture is also true for

A : The coniveau filtration is actually equal to the intersection of the Hodge

filtration with the rational cohomology. Thus it is an easy matter to describe

the (Griffiths) intermediate Jacobians of A as well as the image therein of the

Abel-Jacobi map applied to algebraic cycles on A algebraically equivalent to

zero, and it follows that Abel-Jacobi equivalence on those cycles is isogenous to

incidence equivalence [Gfl, Gf2].
Both the present work and the previous work [Go2] which it complements

were largely motivated by the work of Michio Kuga and his students and col-

laborators on algebraic cycles and the cohomology of group-theoretic families

of abelian varieties, see [Kl, K2, K3, HK, Ha, KS, KL]. Thus this paper is
respectfully dedicated to the memory of Professor Kuga.

1. Statement of results

A. Recall that a rational Hodge structure of weight m is a finite-dimensional

vector space V over Q whose complexification V(C) := F®qC has a Hodge de-

composition V(C) = 0o<p<m Vp-m-P with Vp'm-p = Vm-P'P , or equivalently

has a decreasing Hodge filtration FrHV(C) with FrHV(<C)®F%+x-rV(C) = V(C)

[D3]. These are related by FrHV(£) = ©p>f Vp>m-p and VP>m-P = FPV(C) n

F%-pV(C); in particular when  V has weight 2d, then  Vd<d = F$V{C) =
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FdV(C) n FfiV(C) . A rational Hodge structure V is said to be of type T
iff T is the set of pairs (p, q) for which Vp'q ^ {0} . And an irreducible ra-

tional Hodge structure is, naturally, one which properly contains no nontrivial

rational Hodge structures. The archtypical example of a rational Hodge struc-

ture of weight m is the Betti (singular) cohomology Hm(X, <Q>), where X is a

nonsingular complex projective variety.

For any such X, let AH2d(X, Q) denote the space of algebraic cycles on

X (modulo homological equivalence), i.e. the subspace of H2d(X, Q) spanned

by classes Poincaré dual to closed subvarieties of codimension d in X. Then

AH*(X, Q) := ®mAHm(X, Q) is a Q-subalgebra of the cup product algebra
H*(X, Q), where we let AHm(X, Q) := {0} when m is odd. Moreover it is

not difficult to prove [GH] that

(1.1) AH2d(X, Q) Ç Hd'd(X)nH2d(X, Q);

in particular this means that AH*(X, Q) consists of 1-dimensional rational

Hodge structures, or Hodge cycles, as the elements of the right-hand side of

(1.1) will be called.   Conversely, the usual Hodge conjecture [H] asserts that

(1.1) is in fact an equality, i.e. that every Hodge cycle is an algebraic cycle; see

[Sol] for further discussion of what is known about this conjecture.

B. The coniveau filtration F¿Hm(X, Q), also called the codimension or arith-

metic filtration, is the descending filtration defined by letting F¿Hm(X, Q) be

the subspace of Hm(X, Q) of classes which vanish outside a Zariski-closed

subset of X of codimension > r [Grl, Gr2]. Equivalently,

FrcHm(X,Q) = Y,lmlHz (X,Q)^Hm(X,Q)]
z

= J2 lm[Hm-2<l(W, Q) -» Hm(X, Q)]

q,W

= {Jker[Hm(X,®)^Hm(U,®)],

u

where Z runs over closed irreducible subschemes with codim^Z > r, and

W runs over nonsingular complex projective varieties of dimension dim X - q

with a morphism W —» X (inducing a Gysin map on cohomology), for q > r,

and U runs over Zariski-open subsets of X with codim(X -U) > r. The idea
is that the Ws may be taken to be resolutions of singularities of the Z's, and

the Z's are the (X - C/)*s. The coniveau filtration may also be characterized as

the abutment of the second spectral sequence, see [BO]. In any case it follows
immediately that FdH2d(X, Q) = AH2d(X, Q). More generally F¿Hm(X, Q)

is a rational sub-Hodge structure of Hm(X, Q), and

(1.2) FrcHm(X, Q) Ç FrHHm(X, C)nHm(X, Q)

[Sol, Grl, Gr2]. The generalized Hodge conjecture asserts that the largest

rational Hodge structure contained in F^Hm(X, C) n Hm(X, Q) is in fact

F£Hm(X, Q) [Grl, Gr2]. An alternative, but equivalent formulation is that in

addition to the usual Hodge conjecture, whenever V(Q) is a simple sub-Hodge

structure of Hm(X, Q) then the greatest integer r such that F¿V(Q) = K(Q)

equals the least integer 5 such that Vs'm~s(C) ^ {0} . The idea here is that the

type of a rational sub-Hodge structure of Hm(X, Q) should determine its level
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in the coniveau filtration. In fact, Hodge originally conjectured that equality

should hold in (1.2) [H], but Grothendieck provided a counterexample to that

and proposed these reformulations in [Grl]; see the remark following Theo-

rem 1 below.

C. Now let E denote an elliptic curve (over C) without complex multiplica-

tion, so that End(E) = Z, and let Ek := E x ■■■ x E be the product of E

with itself k times (over C). Then the usual Hodge conjecture for Ek may be

proved by showing that there are no more Hodge cycles than those which are

generated by (cup products of) classes of divisors [Mtl, Mt2]. Thus all the alge-

braic cycles on Ek are linear combinations of the "obvious" ones of the form

o*(Aa x Eb x 0e), where A c E x E is the diagonal, O £ E is a (base) point,

and o permutes the zc factors of Ek . The following theorem incorporates this

information and further describes the Hodge structure of H*(Ek , Q).

Theorem A. Let E be an elliptic curve without complex multiplication.

(i) AH*(Ek , Q) is generated by divisor classes.

(ii)     H*(Ek , Q) = AH*(Ek , Q) © 0 AH2p-(Ek , QjuF^ , Q),

(cup product) where Vv(Ek ,Q) c H"(Ek,<Q) is a direct sum of (^) irre-

ducible (v + l)-dimensional rational Hodge structures of type {(v , 0), (v-l ,1),

... ,(0,u)}, and 0<p<k and 1 < v < k.

An immediate consequence is

Theorem 1. The generalized Hodge conjecture is true for Ek .

Proof. We have already observed that the usual Hodge conjecture holds for

Ek . From Theorem A it follows that any simple rational Hodge structure,

say V c Hm(Ek, Q), must be the product of an irreducible constituent of

Vv(Ek, Q), for some v , with an algebraic cycle of Hodge type (p, p), with

m = 2p + v . But then p is both the greatest integer such that F£ V = V and

the least integer such that V^'m~^(C) / {0}, as required.   □

Remark. These theorems provide examples of the generalized Hodge conjecture

holding with strict inequality in (1.2), as well as examples where equality holds.

For if 1 and t generate the period lattice of E, then

dimQ FxHHk(Ek , C) n Hk(Ek , Q) = (2kk) - min{degT, k + 1},

where degt = [Q(t) : Q] if t is algebraic or infinite if z is transcendental

[Grl, §1]. Since F¿Hk(Ek , Q) is a rational Hodge structure, and any rational

Hodge structure of odd weight must have even dimension, equality in (1.2) must

fail if k is odd and degr < zc and odd. On the other hand, the methods of
[Go2, §2] show that equality holds in (1.2), for X = Ek , whenever degt > m .

D. Now let N > 3 be fixed, let M be the moduli space for elliptic curves with

full level N structure, let <p ' : A ' —» M be the corresponding family of elliptic

curves, and let A := Ak := Ax xM ■ ■ ■ xM Ax be the zc-fold fiber product of Ax

with itself over M, with tp := <pk : A —» M. Although M is not complete as an

algebraic curve, there exists a unique nonsingular complete algebraic curve M

such that M°° := M - M is a finite set of points, or cusps. Furthermore, since
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A ' is an elliptic surface over M, there is also a unique nonsingular complete

relatively minimal model tpx : Ax -> M of Ax [AMRT, Ko]. In fact, (cpx)~x(p)

is an vV-gon of rational curves for p £ M°° , and Ax - Ax is the disjoint union

over p £ M°° of these.

If zc > 1 we may construct a smooth completion A of A by first letting

A := A1 x ~ • • • x ~ A1, with w : A —* M. Then there is a natural stratification

of the singular locus of A : for each p £ M°° , the j-dimensional stratum of

~q>~x(p) consists of Nk(j) components each of which is a direct product of

j rational curves (and (k - j) double points) of ((¡>x)~x(p). By blowing up

each component of each stratum, starting with the O-dimensional and continu-

ing through the (zc - 1 )-dimensional, we get the nonsingular A [SI]. Another

description of the nonsingular completion A of A is given in [Dl, §5], and

the methods of [AMRT] may be used as well. Letting A°° := A - A and
cp°° : A°° —► M°° , we summarize the notation in the following diagram.

(1.3)

M '-1—> M <-' M°°

Note that A and A are families of Hodge type, in the terminology of [Mm2].

Theorem B. Let (¡> : A —> M be as above, let n denote a generic point of M,

and let A^ := cp~x{n).

(i) AH*(A,Q) is generated by

(a) The classes of the closures in A of divisors in A,,, and

(b) The classes of algebraic cycles supported on A°° .

(ii)        H*(Ä, Q) = AH*(Ä, Q) © 0 AH2"(À, Q)uW{Ä, Q),

(cup product) where WV(A, Q) c H"(A, Q) is a direct sum of irreducible ratio-

nal Hodge structures of type {(u, 0), (0, v)}, and

dimqW»(Ä,®) = ±-(   k_   \uN + 6)N2l[(l-p-2),
yi/ ' P\N

with 0 < p < k + 1 and 1 < v < k + 1.

Remarks. 1. Since An is isomorphic to the zc-fold self-product of an ellip-

tic curve without complex multiplication, Theorem A implies that the divisors

generate all the algebraic cycles on A,,. Thus part (i) of this theorem identifies

all the algebraic cycles on A as linear combinations of the closures in A of

intersections of divisors on A,, and cycles supported on A°° .

2. The formula for dimQ WV(A, Q) may be written more simply as

dimQ WV(A, ®) = 2(t/k_i) àvmSv+l{T(N)),
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where Sv+i{T(N)) is the space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight i/ + l on

the principal congruence subgroup T(N) c SL2(Z) [Sml, Sb]; see Lemma 5

below, and compare with [KS, Kl, SI, S2, Sm2] and [Z, §12]).
3. Theorem B and its consequences below were known to Shioda [So2] for

zc = 1. This theorem may also be compared with the results in the analogous

"compact case" studied in [HK, Go2].

The first consequence we draw from Theorem B is a strong form of the usual

Hodge conjecture, which is valid for projective spaces, Grassmannians and flag

varieties, but only rarely otherwise (see the comment in [HK]).

Theorem 2.  Hd<d{Ä) = AH2d(Ä, Q) ® C.

Proof. It follows immediately from part (ii) that there are no cohomology

classes of type (d, d) other than the algebraic cycles, even in H*(A, C).   D

A strong form of the generalized Hodge conjecture is also true.

Theorem 3.  FrcHm(A, Q) = FrHHm(A, C) n Hm(A, Q).

Proof. By Theorem B, every simple rational Hodge structure is the product of

one of type {(v, 0), (0, u)} with one of type {(p, p)}, where is the latter

is algebraic. Such a sub-Hodge structure is contained in FrcHm(A, Q) when

m = 2p + v and r < p, which are also precisely the conditions under which it

is contained in FrHHm(Ä, C).   D

E. With the detailed knowledge about the Hodge structure of H*(Ä, Q) which
Theorem B provides, we can answer some of the questions posed by Griffiths

[Gf2] about the intermediate Jacobians of A and the image and the kernel of

the Abel-Jacobi map applied to cycles algebraically equivalent to zero. Recall

[Gfl, Gf2, Mr] that the rth (Griffiths) intermediate Jacobian is the complex

torus

Jr(A) := FrHH2r-x(Ä, C)\H2r-x(À, C)/H2r~x(Ä, Z)

S F*-r+2H2k-2r+3(A, C)*/H2k_2r+3(À, Z),

where it should to be understood that the quotient is actually by the image of

H2r~x(À,Z) (resp. H2i_2r+i(A, Z)) in H2r~x(A,C) (resp. H2k~2r+3(A, C)*,

the dual of H2k~2r+3(A, C)) ; the canonical isomorphism is a consequence of

Poincaré duality. In the language of [Gf2], the (total) Jacobian variety J(A) :=

©i<r<fc+i J'iA) is a graded self-dual complex torus, meaning that JriA) is

isogenous to the dual of Jk+2~r(A) for 1 < r < k + 1. Let sér(A) denote

the group of algebraic cycles on A of codimension r which are algebraically

equivalent to zero, modulo rational equivalence. Then an element Z of sfr(A)

is homologous to zero, and therefore may be interpreted as the boundary of a

(2k - 2r + 3)-chain C. Thus the Abel-Jacobi map y/r : sfr(A) —► Jr(A) is

defined by mapping Z to Jcco (mod H2r~x(A, Z)) as co runs over a basis for

Fk~r+2H2k-2r+3(A, C). The image Jarlg(i) of y/r is known to be an abelian

variety, while the elements of the kernel s¡f¿¡(A) of y/r are said to be Abel-

Jacobi equivalent to zero. Let Jaig(A) := ©1<r</t+1 J¡¿e(A).
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As an aid to studying Abel-Jacobi equivalence, Griffiths has defined the notion

of incidence equivalence [Gfl, Gf2]: A cycle Z (or its class) in sfr(A) is said

to be incidence equivalent to zero iff for all smooth projective varieties 5 and

all algebraic cycles Y of codimension (2k+ 2-r) on S x A (modulo rational

equivalence) the projection onto S of the intersection product ((S x Z)-Y) is

linearly equivalent to zero on S. Let ^-C(A) denote the subgroup of s/r(A)

of classes incidence equivalent to zero. Then

J^(i)Ç<cU)
[Gfl], and it follows [Gf2] that there is a surjective homomorphism of abelian

varieties Xr from J-X%(A) to the rth Saito-Picard variety

sPicr(Ày.= ̂ r(À)/^:c(À).

Let SPic(Í) := 0,<r<fc+1 SPic'(i).
Referring to the notation of Theorem B(ii), let

W°-"{Ä) := WV(Ä, C) n H°-V{Â)

and WV(A, Z) := WV(Ä, Q) n HV(A, Z). Then we can describe the image and
the kernel of the Abel-Jacobi map as follows.

Theorem 4. With the notations as above
(i) j:x%(Â) = w«'2r-x(À)/w2r-x(A,z).

(ii) Xr : J-igiA) —> SPicr(^4) is an isogeny; i.e., Abel-Jacobi equivalence differs

at most by an isogeny from incidence equivalence on A .

(iii) JaigiA) and SPic(,4) are both self-dual graded abelian varieties.

(iv) Jr(Ä) is isogenous to @itdim(AH2r-2v(Ä, Q))J£t(A), with 1 < v < r,

where mJf[g(A) signifies the sum of m copies of J-Xg(A) ; in particular, J(A) is

a self-dual graded abelian variety.

Proof. Since sum of the tangent space at the origin of J"Xg(A) and its complex

conjugate is exactly Ff~xH2r~x(A, Q)<g>C [Mr, 4.3], part (i) is a consequence of

Theorem 3. Then in [Gfl, §10] it is shown that the generalized Hodge conjecture

implies both that Xr is an isogeny and that J^AA) is self-dual, though the

self-duality follows from part (i) as well. This proves parts (ii) and (iii); then

part (iv) follows directly from Theorem B(ii).   G

Remark. In the notation of Remark 2 following Theorem B, there is a natural

isomorphism

W»-\A, C) ~ (2rk_ 2) (S2r(T(N)) © S2r(T(N)) ) ;

see Lemma 5 below, and compare [Z, 12.4]. Moreover, Shimura [Sm2, V] has

shown that the quotient of S2r(T(N)) by the lattice obtained from W2r~x(A , Z)

via this isomorphism is a complex torus which can be give the structure of an

abelian variety. Thus /arlg(^4) and JaXgiA) and J(A) are isogenous to sums of

these Shimura abelian varieties. This result may be compared with [KL], where

the Weil intermediate Jacobians of the compact analogue of A are also shown
to be sums of these Shimura abelian varieties but with a modified complex

structure.
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F. Another consequence of Theorem B, or more accurately, Theorem 2, is that

one of Tate's conjectures [T] is true for A , as we now explain. To begin with, it

is a consequence of the theory of canonical models [Sm3, D2], for example, that

M, and therefore also A and cp : A —► M and M and A and cp : A —> M, are

all defined over Q(£), the field of Mh roots of unity. Therefore Gal(Q/Q(C))

acts on the étale cohomology H2d(A <S>q(q Q, Qi(d)), via its natural action on

the second factor of A ®q(î) Q twisted by the action on Q¡(d) ; and the set of

Täte cycles T2d(A, Q) c H^ÍA^qQ, Qi(d)) consists of those classes which

are fixed by some open subgroup of Gal(Q/Q(C)) • Then it is easy to see that

every algebraic cycle in H2td(A ®q(î) Q, Q¡(d)) is a Täte cycle, and what Täte

conjectured (for more general varieties than just A) is that the converse is also

true.

Theorem 5.  T2d(A, Q) is spanned by algebraic cycles.

Proof. The main theorem of p-adic Hodge theory [F, FM] tells us that if K

is a /z-adic field and X is a smooth proper AT-scheme, then there is a natural
isomorphism

H%(X®KK,Zp)®zpT^   0  Ha(X,Q.bxjK)®KT(-b),
a+b=m

where the ~ indicates /z-adic completion. Then by embedding Q(£) into some

/z-adic completion, it follows from the comparison and proper base change the-
orems [Ml], that

dimQ, T2d(A, Q) < dimc Hd-d(A) ;

this argument is due to Faltings. Since every algebraic cycle determines a Täte

cycle, the result now follows from Theorem 2.   □

Remark. Of course the same argument verifies the Täte conjecture for and va^

riety for which Theorem 2 is true, in particular for the compact analogue of A

considered in [HK, Go2], as well as for projective spaces, Grassmannians and

flag varieties.

2. Proof of Theorem A

A. In addition to being determined by its Hodge filtration or Hodge decompo-

sition, a rational Hodge structure of weight m may also be defined on a rational

vector space F by a homomorphism of real algebraic groups a : Rc/RGm/c ~*

GL( V, M) such that the composition of a with the natural inclusion Gm/R —>

^c/R^m/c is given by x i-> xm • 1, or, if the weight m is given, by a homo-

morphism ß : U(l) —► GL(F, R) of real algebraic groups all of whose weights

are congruent to m mod 2 [Mml, D4]. Using this description of a rational

Hodge structure, we may define the special Mumford-Tate group SMT(F), also

called the Hodge group of V, as the smallest algebraic subgroup of GL(F)
defined over Q which contains /?(U(1)); similarly the Mumford-Tate group

MT(K) is the smallest algebraic subgroup of GL(K) defined over Q suchthat

MT(F,C) contains a(RC/RGm/C(C)) [Mml, D4]. Both groups are connected,

and reductive when V is polarizable [D4], which will be the case for all the

Hodge structures we consider below.
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If V is a rational Hodge structure of weight m , then its zcth tensor power

y®k ._ y 0 ... (g, y rfc fact0rs) is a rational Hodge structure of weight km

on which SMT(F) acts diagonally. In fact, SMT(F) may be characterized

as the largest subgroup of GL{V) which fixes all the Hodge vectors, i.e. the

rational vectors of Hodge type (mk/2, mk/2), in V®k for all k [Mml, D4].

In particular, SMT(F®*) - SMT(F).

Proposition 1. Let V be a polarizable Hodge structure. Then the rational

SMT(V)-invariant subspaces of V®k are precisely the rational sub-Hodge struc-

tures.

Proof. If IT is a rational sub-Hodge structure of V®k , then the map ßw '■

U(l) -» GL(1T,K) is induced by ß®k : U(l) -> GL(F®*,K). Therefore
W C V®k is an SMT(F)-invariant subspace. Conversely, if W ç V®k is

invariant under SMT(F), then it is a rational sub-Hodge structure via U(l) —>

SMT(F,R)->GL(»',R).   d

In particular, a rational Hodge structure is irreducible if and only if it is

irreducible as a representation of SMT( V).

B. Recall that the only irreducible rational finite-dimensional representations

of SL2 (over a field of characteristic 0) are the symmetric tensor representations

(pv , Vv) of degree v and dimension v + 1, for v > 0, so that po is the trivial

represention and px is the identity represention of SL2 on a 2-dimensional

space [W]. Moreover, since SL2 is semisimple, any finite-dimensional repre-

sentation W decomposes into a direct sum of isotypic components

(2.1) W = @W[pv\
v>0

with W[pv] isomorphic, as an SL2-module, to the direct sum of some number

of copies of Vv . Let kVx := V{ © Vx © • • • © Ki   (zc factors).

Lemma 1. In the Grassmann algebra f\*(kVi) the isotypic component

K"(kVi)[pv\ of f\m(kVi) is spanned by the product of l\v(kV{)[pv] with
l\m-"{kVi){p0-\.

Proof. It suffices to check that the highest weight vectors of f\m(kVi) are prod-

ucts of the highest weight vectors in /\m~"(kVi)[p0] with those of l\v(kVi)[pv] ;

see [Go2, 2.2] for more details.   D

Moreover, it follows from the Cauchy decomposition formula and the Jacobi-

Trudy formula that the multiplicity of pv in /\m(kVi) is

m(k , m,v)= ((m+„)/2j((w-i/)/2J _ \(m+v+l)ll)\(m-v-l)ll) '

[L, (1.7.3), McD, (1.3.5)] (see also [Kl, KS]).

C. Proof of Theorem A.  Since

Hm(Ek,Q)~/\*(Hx(E,Q)®---®Hx(E,q))    (k terms)

(noncanonically), it follows from the remarks preceding Proposition 1 that

SMT(Hm(Ek, Q)) = SMT(HX(E, Q)) =: SMT(£).

Furthermore, since E does not have complex multiplication, we may iden-

tify SMT(£) with SL2(Q) and its action on HX(E,Q) with (/z,, Vx) [Mm2],
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consequently also identifying Hm(Ek, Q) with /\m(kVx). Now Theorem A

will follow from Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 if we know two facts: first, that

Hm(Ek, Q)[/>o] is spanned by products of divisor classes, and second, that the

irreducible SMT(£>constituents of Hv(Ek , Q)[p„] are of type {(v , 0), ... ,

(0, v)} . The first of these facts is equivalent to the usual Hodge conjecture for

Ek , which is known [Mtl, Mt2], or may be proved by the same argument as in

[K2, §F]. As for the second statement, it is readily checked that any SMT(.E')-

irreducible constituent of Hv(Ek , C)[/?„] is isomorphic to the z^th symmetric

tensor power of the Hodge structure HX(E,C) of type {(1, 0), (0, 1)}.   D

3. Proof of Theorem B

There are three distinct aspects to the proof of Theorem B: first, the decom-

position of H*(A, Q) as a rational Hodge structure; second, showing that there

are algebraic cycles where there are supposed to be, as described in part (i); and

third, identifying the Hodge structure, and in particular the Hodge type, of the

remaining sub-Hodge structures.

A. Let h* : H*(Ä,Q) -* H*(A,Q) denote the restriction map, and let

H*(A, Q) denote the image of h*. Then H*(A, Q) consists of the pure part

in each degree of H*(A, Q), in the sense of [D3], and is therefore independent

of the choice of smooth completion A . Moreover, since the category of rational

Hodge structures is semisimple [D3], and ker[/z*] is a sub-Hodge structure of

H*(Ä, Q), we have

(3.1) H*(Ä,q)^ker[h*]®H*(A,Q)

as a rational Hodge structure.

Remark. We will see that there is a natural realization of H*(A, Q) inside

H*(A, Q) via which (3.1) becomes an equality. Also, Jannsen [J] has shown

that ker[/z*] and Im[/z*] are absolute Hodge cycle submotives of H*(A), mean-

ing that H*(A, Q) can be split as in (3.1) using the morphisms associated to

absolute Hodge cycles, from which it also follows that there is a realization of

H*(A, Q) as a sub-Hodge structure of H*(A, Q).
Next we observe that any decomposition of H*(A, Q) as a (possibly mixed)

Hodge structure will induce a corresponding decomposition of H*(A, Q) by

restriction. Let 6„ denote the endomorphism of A induced by multiplication

by n in the fiber, for any integer n > 1, and let H(a*b)(A, Q) denote the

zzfe-eigenspace of 6* in Ha+b(A,Q). Then

(3.2) Hm(A, Q) = H{0<m)(A, Q) ® H{x'm~x)(A, Q).

This follows from the observations that since cp : A -> M is proper and smooth,

its Leray spectral sequence Er(tp) =*■ H*(A,Q) degenerates at the E2-term

[GH, 3.5], where E\-h = Ha(M, Rb<p*Q), and that 6* commutes with the

d2 differentials ("Lieberman's trick"), from which one easily finds that

(3.3) H<a-»(A,®)~Ha(M,Rb(p,Q);

this may be compared with [Ha, HK, Kl-3, Z] with the difference that in the
present case H2(M, Rbtp»Q) = 0 since M is not compact.  In particular, as
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the eigenspace of an algebraic morphism, H^a'b\A, Q) is a sub-(mixed) Hodge

structure of Hm(A, Q), and (3.2) is a decomposition of (mixed) Hodge struc-
tures.

Now, since /?V*Q is the locally constant sheaf on M associated to the

action of nx(M) ~ T(N) c SL2(Q) on Hb(An,ty), it further decomposes

into subsheaves according to the SL2-isotypic decomposition of Hb(An, Q) ~

f\b(kVx) (as in §2),

(3.4) Rb<p,Q = ®Rb<pMpA,

where Rbtpt<Q[pl,] is isomorphic to a direct sum of zn(zc ,b,v) copies of % ,

the local coefficient system on M associated to the irreducible representation

(pv, Vv). Let H^a-b\A, Q; [/>„]) denote the subspace of H{a'b\A, Q) iso-

morphic to Ha(M, Rbtp*Q[p„]), and let

H("'b\A, Q; [pv\) := Ha+b(A, Q)n H<a>V(A, Q; [pu]).

Then the decomposition of Hm(A, Q) that we seek is described in the following
lemma.

Lemma 2. As a rational Hodge structure,

Hm(Ä, Q) S!   ker[h* : Hm(Â, Q) - Hm(A, Q)] © H{0>m)(A, Q)

e     0     ^<°''"-i'-1>(^,Q)®/r<1'I'>(^,(Q;[/z,]),
0<i/<m-l

w/zere z7ze tensor product is realized by the cup product in H*(A, Q). Moreover,

H<°'m^(A,Q) = H(°'mî(A,Q; [p0])^while H^X'^(A,Q; [p„]) is isomorphic to

the direct sum of (k) copies of HX(M, jfPf).

Proof. From (3.2) it immediately follows that

Hm(A, Q) = H{0'm^(A , Q) © H{X'm-V(A , Q)

is a Hodge structure decomposition. Furthermore, H(-<)'m^(A, Q; [/>„]) van-

ishes unless m is even and v = 0, which proves that

H<0>m>{A,Q) = H<0>mî(A,Q;[po])

as claimed.
From (3.3) and (3.4) it is clear that

H«'b\A,Q)=   0  H<x>b\A,q;[pv]).
0<u<b

To see that this is a Hodge structure decomposition, the methods of [Gol]

may be applied. There it is shown that one may choose any SL2-submodule of

f\b(kVx), say U, and therefore any (locally constant) subsheaf ^ of Rb<p*Q,

and construct an algebraic cycle in A which induces a projection from

Hx+b(A, Q) to the subspace of //<>•*> (A, Q) identified by (3.3) with HX(M, W).
Thus

m-b\A,q)= 0 H^x'b\A,q-[pA)
0<v<b

as a rational Hodge structure.
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Now from Lemma 1 and the identifications preceding (3.4) it follows that

Rb<p.Q[p»] = Rv<pMPv] ® Rb-v<pMpol

Therefore from the compatibility of the cup product on H*(A, Q) with the cup

products along the base and the fiber (here we are using that the Leray spectral

sequence Er(cp) =*- H*(A, Q) degenerates at the E2-term) [Wh, 13.8] we may

conclude that

H«-b'(A,Q; [pv]) S hV>">(A,Q; [pu]) ® H^'b~^(A , Q; [p0]),

which proves the first part of the lemma.

Finally, it remains to show that

(3.5) mx^(A,q; [/>„]) ~HX(M, j*RvcpMpA)-

However, the Leray spectral sequence Er(cp) => H*(A,Q) degenerates at the

£2-term [Z, §15], and h* induces a map of spectral sequences Ef'b((p) ->

E?>b(cp). Therefore,

HV-v>(A,Q) ~ lm[Hx(M, R»<p>®) -> HX(M, Ä>.Q)],

and likewise for the pv -constituents. On the other hand, from the invariant

cycle theorem [D3, C] it follows that HX(M, Rv(ptQ) maps surjectively onto

HX(M, jifRvcpif®), while an examination of the Leray spectral sequence associ-

ated to j : M <-► M shows that there is an injection of HX(M, j+R^cp*®) into

HX(M, Rvy*ty[pi,]). Since the same surjectivity will hold true when the coeffi-

cients are replaced by their pv-constituents, this proves 3.5 and the lemma.   D

B.   Next we look at the algebraic cycles in H*(A, Q).

Lemma 3. There is a natural realization of H^°'*'(A, Q) z'zz H*(A, Q) which is

generated by the classes of divisors on A which are the closures in A of divisors

on A,,.

Proof. To begin we view H^'b)(A, Q) as a subalgebra of Hb(A, Q). From

(3.3), Lemma 2 and the proof of Theorem A,

H^<b\A , Q) ~ H°(M, j*Rb(p*qi) ~ Hb(A„ , Q)[p0] = AHb(A„ , Q),

where these isomorphisms are fully compatible with the cup product algebra

structures of these cohomology rings. On the other hand, for each algebraic

cycle on An we may take its closure with respect to the generic point n of M

to obtain an algebraic cycle on A which determines a class in H^°'*\A, Q).

And since AH*(An, Q) is generated by divisors and the closure of a divisor on

An is a divisor on A , the result follows.   D

Lemma 4.  ker[/z*] consists of algebraic cycles.

Proof. Let a : A°° -> ^4°° be a resolution of singularities, and let y/ : A°° -» A

be the composition of o with the inclusion A°° ^-> A . Then for each m

ker[h*] = lm[ipt : Hm~2(A¿>, Q) -» Hm(Ä, Q)]
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[D3, 8.2.8], so it suffices to check that H*(ACC, <Q>) is spanned by algebraic

cycles. However, ^4°° consists of the irreducible components of A°° , since A°°

is a divisor with normal crossings as a subvariety of A. And it follows from

the construction of A and A (ID, also see [SI]) that all these components

belong to the category of algebraic varieties generated by rational curves and

the operations of direct product and blowing-up over smooth centers. Since

these operations preserve the property that the cohomology ring is spanned by

algebraic cycles, the lemma follows.   D

C. Implicit in the next lemma is that there are no other algebraic cycles in

H*(Ä, Q) than those just described above.

Lemma 5. H^x • "> (A, Q ; [pv]) is a rational Hodge structure of type {(v + l, 0),

(0.1/ + 1)} with Q-rank ^(VN + N+ 6)N2T\p[N(l -p~2).

Proof. After the last part of Lemma 2, it suffices to prove that the subspace

HX(M, jfVv) c H^>V\A, <Q>), is a rational Hodge structure of type {(v +

1,0), (0,z/ + l)} with Q-rank ±(vN + N + 6)N2 T[plN(l -p~2). However,

following [S2] (see also [Z, §12]), we observe that by the Eichler-Shimura iso-

morphism

S„+2(r(N))®S„+2(r(N))^Hx(M,JMC)),

where SV+2{T(N)) denotes the space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight v + 2

for T(N) [Sml, Sm2, V]. Moreover, if we represent A as T{N) x Z2k\f) x Ck ,

then f £ SV+2{T(N)) determines a differential form f(z)dzdzix---dziv of type

(v + 1, 0) on A which extends to A because / is cuspidal [S2]. Since it is

readily deduced from [Sml, §2.6] and [Sb, Chapter IV] that

dimcSt,+2(r(N)) = ^(vN + N + 6)N2Y[(l-p-2),

p\N

the lemma follows.   G

D. To complete the proof of Theorem B, it follows from the proof of Lemma 5

above that there is an explicit realization of H^x'v^(A, Q; [pv]) inside

Hv+X (A, Q) ; see [SI]. With Lemmas 4 and 3, this implies that the decom-

position of the Hodge structure Hm (A, Q) given by Lemma 2 corresponds to a

genuine decomposition of Hm (A, Q) as cohomology group. Moreover, ker[/z*]

and the preimage of H^°'*\A, Q) described in Lemma 3 consist of algebraic

cycles, while their complement in H* (A, Q) whose Hodge structure is described

in Lemma 5 cannot contain any algebraic cycles; part (i) of the theorem follows.

Part (ii) follows directly from Lemmas 2, 3 and 5.   D
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